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YOU THOUGHT 
YOU KNEW ZEBRA.

BUT THERE’S SO 
MUCH MORE TO SEE.

For more than 50 years, Zebra has delivered 

innovative solutions and technologies that help 

organizations manage their inventories and 

activities—from barcode printers and scanners,  

to RFID tags and readers, to mobile and wearable 

computers, to enterprise software and more.

Many of our customers have come to depend on Zebra products 

for their day-to-day operations and year-to-year success. But even 

our most loyal champions may not fully appreciate everything 

Zebra has to offer. 

Every business in every industry will find innovations in our 

portfolio that will help them operate more efficiently and effectively. 

Products designed to improve visibility and decision-making. 

Solutions for achieving sustainability and regulatory compliance. 

Examine your capabilities today and consider how you want 

your business to grow—then ask your Zebra representative how 

we can help you get there. With over 10,000 partners in over 

100 countries, we are where you need us to be, equipped with 

the local knowledge, deep capabilities and industry experience 

required to deliver real value to your business.
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Zebra mobile computers 
allow workers to access the 
information, applications 
and people they need to 
get the job done. 

MOBILE COMPUTERS AND TABLETS

MC3300ax Mobile Computer

The highly successful and widely adopted 

MC3000 series delivers unmatched versatility 

and flexibility. 

• Two form factors: straight shooter,

gun/pistol grip

• Three different keyboard options: numeric,

function numeric, alphanumeric

INDUSTRY MARKET:

TC8300 Mobile Computer

Revolutionary enterprise mobile computer 

designed to boost productivity and reduce 

user fatigue.

• Advanced industrial barcode scanning, from

3 inches to 70 feet

• Supports ease of Android migration with

All-Touch Terminal Emulation

INDUSTRY MARKET:

15Zebra Technologies

Mobile technology
has become almost mandatory in 

every industry worldwide. Every 

worker, regardless of their job, is now 

expected to be connected.

Zebra Mobility DNA  

keeps your mobile computers updated 

and optimized for peak performance. 

Government Transportation & LogisticsManufacturing RetailHospitality Public Safety

MC9400/MC9450 Mobile Computer
The next evolution loaded with the latest mobile 
technologies 

With the new Qualcomm platform offering 2.5x more 

processing power and 50% more RAM than the MC9300.

• With the new SES8 Extended Range Scan Engine with

Intellifocus™ technology, scan barcodes in hand and over

100 feet (30.5 meters) away.*

• New optional 7,000 mAh BLE-enabled battery to locate

lost devices even when powered down or low in battery.

• The latest in wireless connectivity with Wi-Fi 6E and 5G

data-only cellular.

• Fully backward compatible with all MC9300 accessories

without the need for adapters or replacements of any kind.

INDUSTRY MARKET:

* Printing resolution, contrast and ambient light dependent.
** Available in Japan only.

MC2200/2700 Mobile Computers

Affordable and versatile mobility for any 

worker, anywhere.

• Wi-Fi and cellular to connect workers

• Two devices in one—brick and gun

INDUSTRY MARKET:

MC9300 Mobile Computer

The latest evolution of the world’s best-selling 

and most trusted Android enterprise mobile 

computer.

• Multiple model options: non-incendive,

freezer, DPM (Direct Part Mark)

• Backlit keypad with seven field-replaceable,

ultra-rugged keyboard options

INDUSTRY MARKET:

MC20**

All-day comfort and ease of use.

• Small and lightweight for all-day comfort

• Angled scanner

• Ergonomic design and optimized keypad

INDUSTRY MARKET:

15Zebra Technologies

Handheld Computers 

So smart, these multi-taskers speed up work. And a familiar interface 

is one you’ll immediately recognize and know how to use. But 

unlike consumer devices, they won’t fail you. They’re made  

for work—enterprise-rugged and ultra-secure.

Warehousing

For more information, visit www.zebra.com or contact a sales associate. ZEBRA PORTFOLIO GUIDE  |  2024

http://www.zebra.com
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TC15/TN28 Mobile Computers*

Rugged mobile computer with a new level of 

affordability built for your supply chain. 

• 5G, ultra-long-lasting battery, superb ergonomics

• Integrated scanner and 6.5-inch bright screen

INDUSTRY MARKET:

TC21/TC26 Mobile Computers

With multiple configurations at different price 

points, you pay only for the features your 

application requires. 

• 5-foot (1.5-meter) drop with optional

protective boot

• 13 MP rear camera, 5 MP front camera

INDUSTRY MARKET:

TC22/TC27 Mobile Computers

Smartphone styling and pricing with big business 

features that boost productivity and customer 

service quality. 

• Choice of standard or advanced range scanner,

Wi-Fi 6/6E, 5G, CBRS

• Value-adds: workstation, POS, RFID, digital

wallets and tap-to-pay ready

INDUSTRY MARKET:

TC72/TC77 Mobile Computers

A smartphone experience for maximum 

simplicity, designed to withstand years of the 

toughest use. 

• 15-hour battery power; full battery statistics

• Withstands multiple 6-foot (1.8-meter) drops

to concrete at room temperature

INDUSTRY MARKET:

TC52x/TC52ax/TC57x Mobile 
Computers

The ultimate in rugged enterprise-class mobile 

computers with innovative features for indoor 

and outdoor use. 

• High-resolution 5-inch Full HD touch screen

• Complete cellular network flexibility with

support for carrier aggregation (TC57x only)

• Wi-Fi 6 (TC52ax)

INDUSTRY MARKET:

TC53/TC58 Mobile Computers
A new generation of Zebra mobile computers designed to 

do more with new hardware and software innovations that 

redefine mobile computing performance. 

• Advanced 6-inch Full HD+ edge-to-edge display

• Withstands multiple 5-foot (1.5-meter) drops to tile over

concrete across temperature range

• Four battery options: standard, extended capacity, BLE

and wireless charge

• Wi-Fi 6E/5G

INDUSTRY MARKET:

MOBILE COMPUTERS AND TABLETS

Fast, convenient
Zebra Point-of-Sale solutions  

help reduce wait times and  

increase customer satisfaction. 

17Zebra Technologies 17Zebra Technologies

Handheld Computers (Continued) 

When you choose Zebra, you’re in good company. Many of the 

world’s largest organizations trust Zebra enterprise mobile 

computers to keep their businesses going, including 

many Fortune 500 companies.

* Available in select countries. TN28 available in China only.

Explore 
Point-of-Sale 
solutions.

Government Transportation & LogisticsManufacturing RetailHospitality Public Safety

For more information, visit www.zebra.com or contact a sales associate. ZEBRA PORTFOLIO GUIDE  |  2024

http://www.zebra.com
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CC600 5-inch Multi-Touch Kiosk

Bring convenience, speed and customer 

satisfaction to shopping by enabling self-

service in every aisle. 

• Quickly install Android app availability

wherever it is needed

• Supports Wi-Fi, Bluetooth® and Ethernet

• Compact, affordable and easy to install with

floor-facing 2D scanner

INDUSTRY MARKET:

Interactive Kiosks 

When you need the capabilities of a tablet but not the 

mobility, these fixed, Android-based kiosks take customer 

engagement to a whole new level, giving customers the 

best of online and in-store shopping, with the convenient 

self-service capabilities they expect.

CC6000 10-inch Customer 

Concierge Kiosk

Engage customers for an exceptional 

shopping/service experience 

Gain tablet-like performance and connectivity for 

fixed installations.

• Use for digital signage, product demos or Android

interactive apps

• Integrated 2D scanner and Full HD camera for

remote video chat

• Supports Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, NFC and Ethernet

• Mount horizontally or vertically with floor-facing

2D scanner

INDUSTRY MARKET:

* Available in select countries. TN28 available in China only.
**  According to blog post written by Mike Withers, July 2021,

citing a Bain & Company report. Zebra Technologies 19

Kiosks increase 
the average retail transaction 

value by 30% and decrease 

wait times during pickup and 

return transactions.**

TC15/TN28 Mobile Computers*

Rugged mobile computer with a new level of 

affordability built for your supply chain. 

• 5G, ultra-long-lasting battery, superb ergonomics

• Integrated scanner and 6.5-inch bright screen

INDUSTRY MARKET:

TC73/TC78 Mobile Computers

Ultra-rugged Wi-Fi 6E/5G mobile computers 

reimagined to support the new generation of 

mobile solutions. 

• Withstands multiple 10-foot (3.05-meter) drops to

concrete at room temperature

• Advanced 6-inch Full HD+ edge-to-edge display

• Four battery options: standard, extended capacity,

BLE and wireless charge

INDUSTRY MARKET:

EC50/EC55 Enterprise Mobile Computers

Maximize personal productivity with a smartphone-

style device that’s all business. 

• 5-inch display, PTT, two-way radio and PBX

• Optional integrated scanner

INDUSTRY MARKET:

PS20 Personal Shopper

The ultimate personal shopping solution for your 

customers and store associates in one device. 

• Scan as you shop, supports hands-free scanning

• Inventory management, click and collect

INDUSTRY MARKET:

MOBILE COMPUTERS AND TABLETS

Read about how Zebra 
interactive kiosks 
give every shopper 
the concierge-style 
service of their dreams. 

PS30 Personal Shopper

Improve shopper experiences and drive customer 

loyalty with this all-new scan-as-you-shop solution.

• Flowing modern ergonomics

• Tap-to-pay and digital wallet-ready

• Enhanced location sensor data for actionable

shopper analytics

INDUSTRY MARKET:

19Zebra Technologies

Handheld Computers (Continued)

Decades of innovation enable Zebra to offer features and benefits 

no other manufacturer can provide. We design and optimize 

every mobile computer for real-world usability and harsh 

environments. 

Government Transportation & LogisticsManufacturing RetailHospitality Public Safety

For more information, visit www.zebra.com or contact a sales associate. ZEBRA PORTFOLIO GUIDE  |  2024

http://www.zebra.com
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WS50 Android Wearable Computer

World’s smallest all-in-one Android enterprise-

class wearable mobile computer 

First-of-its-kind, rugged, enterprise display improves 

productivity and task accuracy. Also available with a UHF 

reader for RFID needs.

• One-piece wearable; workers only need to wear one

device to capture and access data, instead of a host

mobile computer and ring scanner

• With different wearing styles: on the wrist, two fingers,

or the back of the hand

• Android OS AOSP

• Advanced enterprise-class scanner for intense barcode

scanning

• Integrated audio and PTT hardware ready

INDUSTRY MARKET:

WT6300 Wearable Computer

Hands-free wearable computer empowers 

your workers to keep pace with the 

e-commerce explosion.

• Flexible data entry with touchscreen or

detachable keypad accessories

• Built rugged for use in any environment,

including the freezer (−22°F/−30°C)

INDUSTRY MARKET:

RS4000 Corded Ring Scanner

Powerful single-finger corded ring scanner 

enables hands-free scanning. 

• Bright scan line to ensure precision aiming

• Scans virtually any 1D barcode in any

condition

INDUSTRY MARKET:

RS5100 Bluetooth Ring Scanner

Single-finger Bluetooth ring scanner enables 

hands-free mobility, giving workers comfort. 

• Advanced scanning technology and PRZM

Intelligent Imaging

• Multiple trigger options: single trigger,

double trigger or top trigger

INDUSTRY MARKET:

HS3100/HS2100 Headsets

Rugged Bluetooth and corded HD voice 

headsets built for the most demanding 

industrial environments. 

• Superior noise-cancellation technology

• HD voice for superior audio clarity and

quality

INDUSTRY MARKET:

RS5000 1D/2D Corded Ring Scanner 

Single-finger corded ring scanner enables 

hands-free scanning. 

• Advanced scanning technology and PRZM

Intelligent Imaging

• Capture barcodes from near contact to over

25 inches (63.5 cm)

INDUSTRY MARKET:

RS6100 Bluetooth Ring Scanner

The industry’s most advanced, most rugged 

Bluetooth ring scanner. 

• Multi-color LED line-of-sight sorting

• Advanced scanning technology and PRZM

Intelligent Imaging

INDUSTRY MARKET:

Transportation & LogisticsManufacturing RetailHospitality

MOBILE COMPUTERS AND TABLETS

The only way people
can move as fast as humanly possible in 

a warehouse is if they have their hands 

totally free to pick items, pack and pick up 

boxes, operate equipment and more.”

–  Samuel Gonzales,
Director of Global Systems

and Solutions, Ivanti

From wearable mobile computers to ring 

scanners and headsets, Zebra’s robust, 

wearable solutions give your workers 

the performance advantage they need. 

Wearables have been hot for a while 
now, their popularity gleaned from  
the freedom they provide users and  
the productivity they deliver (which 
contributes to the bottom line).

21Zebra Technologies

Wearable Computers and Devices 

The rush is on. Free up your workers to handle more, and watch 

their accuracy and productivity skyrocket. Hands down, 

these are the best hands-free solutions.

For more information, visit www.zebra.com or contact a sales associate. ZEBRA PORTFOLIO GUIDE  |  2024

http://www.zebra.com
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ET40/ET45 Rugged Enterprise Tablets

Right-priced tablets that have it all right out 

of the box. 

• Android OS, 8-inch or 10-inch screen,

integrated scanner

• Fully rugged with consumer-style design

• Fast wireless connectivity (ET40: Wi-Fi 6;

ET45: Wi-Fi 6 and 5G)

INDUSTRY MARKET:

ET51/ET56 Rugged Enterprise Tablets

Surprisingly rugged, thin and lightweight for 

everyday business use. 

• Windows or Android OS, 8-inch or

10-inch screen

• Fully rugged with consumer-style design

• Rugged frame increases durability

INDUSTRY MARKET:

ET51 with Integrated Scanner 

Compact enterprise tablet with built-in 

scanning. 

• Windows or Android OS, 8-inch screen

and built-in scanner

• Fully rugged design with hand strap on

the side

• Option for payment device that charges

in place

INDUSTRY MARKET:

L10/L10ax Rugged Enterprise Tablets 

Versatility meets ruggedness. 

• Windows or Android OS, XSlate and XPad

(integrated scanner) form factors

• Rugged specs that outperform in the

harshest conditions

• L10ax Windows equipped with fastest

wireless connectivity: Wi-Fi 6E and 5G

INDUSTRY MARKET:

ET40-HC/ET45-HC Rugged 
Healthcare Tablets

Built to meet the demands of healthcare 

and your budget.

• Android OS, 10-inch screen, integrated

scanner

• Emergency alert programmable button

• Advanced medical-grade disinfectant-

ready plastics with fully rugged

consumer-style design

• Fast wireless connectivity (ET40-HC:

Wi-Fi 6; ET45-HC: Wi-Fi 6 and 5G)

INDUSTRY MARKET:

VC8300 Vehicle-Mounted Computers

Android keyboard/touch vehicle mount 

computer designed for the most extreme 

environments.

• Flexible data entry with integrated full

alphanumeric keyboard

• Supports ease of Android migration with

Terminal Emulation

• Configure Zebra scanners with the

VC8300 to accelerate staging

INDUSTRY MARKET:

Healthcare Tablets Vehicle-Mounted Computers

ET60/ET65 Rugged 

Enterprise Tablets

The most versatile rugged 

business tablets 

Maximize productivity and business efficiency with business 

tablets that deliver more features, more power, more security, 

more ruggedness and more versatility.

• Android OS, 10-inch screen, optional integrated scanner

• Use as a tablet, 2-in-1 or vehicle-mount mobile computer

• Rugged for the most demanding environments—including

the freezer

• Fastest wireless connectivity (ET60: Wi-Fi 6E; ET65: Wi-Fi

6E and 5G)

INDUSTRY MARKET:

ET80/ET85 Rugged 2-in-1 Windows 
Tablets

Dependable 12-inch tablets created for workers 

the world depends on. 

• Rugged, yet thinner and lighter than major

2-in-1 competitors

• Two devices in one: standalone tablet and

true laptop replacement

• Fastest wireless connectivity (ET80: Wi-Fi

6E; ET85: Wi-Fi 6E and 5G)

INDUSTRY MARKET:

Transportation & Logistics Warehousing

MOBILE COMPUTERS AND TABLETS

23Zebra TechnologiesHealthcareGovernment Manufacturing RetailPublic SafetyField Service & Utilities

Use our tablet selector 
tool to find the right 
tablets for your 
industry, environment 
and workflows. 

Rugged Enterprise Tablets

Price checks. Inventory lookup. Line busting. Patient engagement. 

Pre-trip checklist. Real-time route updates. GIS or CAD software. 

Proof of delivery. Every feature and form factor was added  

to help you succeed at your job, inside the four walls  

and outside in the harshest environments.

For more information, visit www.zebra.com or contact a sales associate. ZEBRA PORTFOLIO GUIDE  |  2024

http://www.zebra.com
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HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Mobile Computers 
and Tablets

Equip your nurses, clinicians and non-

clinical healthcare workers with devices 

specifically designed for busy healthcare 

facilities. Made to be durable to hold up to 

rigorous, frequent cleaning and disinfection.

Zebra mobile 
computing
provides workers in your 

healthcare environment with 

top high-performance devices.

TC21-HC/TC26-HC Mobile 

Computers
The ultimate healthcare feature set for the 
ultimate in quality of care

These small, easy-to-carry devices are big on features, 

offering the very latest in advanced mobile technologies 

designed from the ground up for healthcare. 

• Dedicated emergency alert button

• User-replaceable battery

• Barcode scanning

• Mobile-driven workstation with Workstation Connect

TC52X-HC Series Mobile Computers

With a large, 5-inch Full HD display, optimized voice 

capabilities and a disinfectant-ready design, the 

TC52x-HC and TC52ax-HC are made to deliver 

a performance edge and better patient care for 

clinicians.

• Dedicated emergency alert button

• True hot-swappable, removable battery

• Healthcare-friendly white illumination LEDs with

green aimer

• Wi-Fi 6 and double the memory (TC52ax-HC only)

HC20 Healthcare Mobile Computer

Perfectly designed for today’s healthcare workers.

• Advanced 6-inch FHD+ edge-to-edge display

• Fast wireless connectivity (Wi-Fi 6)

• Dedicated emergency alert button

HC50 Healthcare Mobile Computer

Perfectly designed with premium features for 

today’s healthcare workers.

• Advanced 6-inch FHD+ edge-to-edge display

• Fast wireless connectivity (Wi-Fi 6E)

• True Hot Swap battery

• Dedicated emergency alert button

ET40-HC/ET45-HC Rugged Healthcare 
Tablets

Built to meet the demands of healthcare and your 

budget.

• Android OS, 10-inch screen, integrated scanner

• Emergency alert programmable button

• Advanced medical-grade disinfectant-ready

plastics with fully rugged consumer-style design

• Fast wireless connectivity (ET40-HC: Wi-Fi 6; ET45-

HC: Wi-Fi 6 and 5G)

We’re delighted
with the success of this 

project. It’s improving care for 

our patients and helping our  

teams work more efficiently.” 

–  Anjali Sherlin Menezes,
Acting Head of Purchasing

Division, Paracelsus Group

Zebra mobile computers 
help the Paracelsus Group 
achieve a dynamic, digital 
healthcare operation.

39Zebra Technologies

In healthcare, there’s no room for error. Zebra’s healthcare technology 

solutions help you to streamline care delivery with enhanced 

workflows and reduced workarounds so you can quickly  

locate staff and critical equipment and ensure patient  

safety and reduce errors.

For more information, visit www.zebra.com or contact a sales associate. ZEBRA PORTFOLIO GUIDE  |  2024

http://www.zebra.com
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Computer Accessories and Supplies

Don’t keep customers waiting. Turn your mobile computer into a do-it-all mobile solution 

that works faster. Whatever you need to simplify and speed up your day, we have. With 

enterprise-class accessories ranging from Workstation Connect cradles and hubs to 

RFID adapters and trigger handles, you can convert your mobile devices to workstations, 

POS stations, RFID readers or advanced-range scanners for warehouse use.

Mobile Computer Software Solutions 

Zebra Dimensioning™ 

Zebra Dimensioning Certified Mobile Parcel captures accurate parcel dimensions and 

calculates shipping charges on Zebra mobile computers with a press of a button. And 

Mobile Parcel is ideal when you need visibility into parcel dimensions to improve load 

planning and warehouse utilization. 

INDUSTRY MARKET:

Zebra Workstation Connect 

Transform Zebra mobile computers and tablets into mobile-driven workstations and 

POS stations on demand. The same Zebra mobile device workers use to complete 

many tasks throughout the day can also power a fully featured workstation or POS, 

driving costs and energy usage down—and the value of Zebra mobile devices up.  

INDUSTRY MARKET:

Zebra Pay™

Zebra Pay is the industry’s first integrated enterprise-class SPoC-based mobile 

payment solution, enabling enterprises to accept all major card brands, anywhere, 

on compatible Zebra mobile devices. This EMV L3-certified cloud-based solution 

supports tap-to-pay, chip and magstripe, complete with PIN entry on Zebra mobile 

computers and tablets. 

INDUSTRY MARKET:

Zebra Access Management System (ZAMS)

See the real-time status of your devices—how many are in service, charging  

or missing. ZAMS turns Zebra Intelligent Cabinets into powerful automated  

device administrators that can track which worker is using which device—and  

ensure devices are always stored securely and fully charged before being placed 

into service on a shift.

• Improve device utilization

• Increase worker accountability

• Increase worker productivity

• Practically eliminate time spent managing devices and device access

Carrying Solutions

Carry the day

Get a firm grip on work with belt clips, holsters, hand mounts, 

or shoulder and hand straps that keep mobile devices handy. 

Choose from a wide range of sizes for maximum comfort. 

They’re made to perform in your rugged environments.

Power Supplies

Charge ahead

Ensure all-day power, every day. Keep going with 24/7 

Extension Back PowerPacks, warm and hot swap internal 

batteries, charging cradles, and cables.

Docks, Cradles and Mounts

When productivity is the destination

Mount a plan of action with our lineup of docking and mounting 

solutions to fit any application—from POS and desktop solutions 

like our Workstation Connect Cradle to forklifts and patrol vehicles. 

Select from a variety of Zebra and third-party office, industrial and 

vehicle solutions, adapters, plates, braces and brackets.

PowerPrecision Batteries

Built for durability and performance

The last thing you want is to run out of power in the middle of 

work. PowerPrecision batteries give you nonstop performance, 

because they’re made to meet rigorous standards. Add to  

that PowerPrecision Management, and you have insight into 

your batteries’ health and status. So you can start your day 

fully charged.

And Then Some

Expand choices; expand capabilities

With this much versatility, there are accessories for every 

application. Ask us about our styluses, antennas, headsets, 

speakers, mobile payment options, screen protectors and more.

Zebra Intelligent Cabinet 
Portfolio* 

Enterprise mobile device storage 

and management

Optimize how your enterprise 

mobile devices are stored, 

accessed, tracked and managed to 

harness the most efficient use of 

devices and workers. Ensure your 

assets and workflows function in 

tandem at high performance and 

optimal security to accelerate your 

business.

• Consolidate and connect to

maximize performance

• Protect devices with authorized-

only security

• Completely automate workflows

with Zebra Access Management

System (ZAMS)

• Five sizes to accommodate

between 20 and 100 devices

• RF-friendly design and

materials—devices won’t lose

Wi-Fi or cellular connection in

the cabinet

* Not available in all regions.

MOBILE COMPUTERS AND TABLETS

Transportation & LogisticsManufacturing RetailHospitality WarehousingHealthcareField Service & Utilities

Scan the 
QR code to 
learn more.
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For more information, visit www.zebra.com or contact a sales associate. ZEBRA PORTFOLIO GUIDE  |  2024

http://www.zebra.com
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